TPC Meeting Notes

Attendance:
Present: Michael Irvine, Greg Nelson, Derek Wilson, Steve Newton, Aaron Osheroff, Valerie Ware, Kofi Opong Mensah, Cheryl Rogow, Paul Tejedor, Frank Crosby, Patrick Ekoue-totou

Absent: John Hinds, Mary Sage, Pearl Ly, Shook Chung

Guests: Tim and Ellen from IEP2 (Facilities consultants)

Notes

1. Agenda was approved
2. Minutes from 3-12-15 - no changes/additions
3. In preparation for the next Facilities Master Plan, consultants Tim and Ellen from IEP2 came and presented an overview of a six-month project to examine how facilities are used in the district and what future needs might be. They plan to do surveys and have multiple meetings with the various constituent groups in the district to achieve this end. They plan to visit our committee again in the near future. They will try to do sufficient outreach to encourage more students and staff to part in the surveys and live forums which be presenting I order to get a more accurate sampling and to encourage all who are interested to participate in the process. The committee mentioned a few possible concerns such as projector screens which were positioned over whiteboards and the inability to wirelessly hook up laptops tablets or phones to projectors. There was consensus that most of the buildings, new and old alike have some technology challenges that need to be addressed The coordination of this plan with a planned request for an additional bond fund was discussed.
4. TPC began their examination of the two campus technology surveys. Beginning with the Faculty/Staff survey, the committee went through the first 16 questions. TPC will continue the discussion at the next meeting.

Next meeting date: March 26, 2015, 2-3:30, SMN 137